M/T Borchali Shows a Well-Maintained MarineLine® Tank Coating Provides Many Years of Service

MarineLine® has proven its performance over two decades of service, and more than 700 ships coated. Some ships have been in service for more than 15 years, with only small, minor repairs needed, when well maintained. Life expectancy can be 10+ years.

Shown here are untouched photos examples of the cargo tanks of a MarineLine®-coated ship, the M/T Borchali after a recent onboard inspections.

This 14,000dwt vessel with 15 tanks, owned by Palmali Shipping, was coated in 2009 in Turkey at the Celik Tekne Shipyards. The cargo tank coating work encompassed 13,500 square meters. The photos speak for themselves of the quality of the coating still in use today.

APC points out that all shipowners and operators should schedule regular onboard cargo tank inspections from professional MarineLine® inspectors to ensure they are properly maintaining their MarineLine® cargo tank. This will help to ensure fleet operational efficiency and profitable service.

After a recent onboard inspection, the eight-year old MarineLine® cargo tank coating on the M/T Borchali is shown in excellent condition.
Additional photos of cargo tanks on the M/T Borchali show the MarineLine® coating still maintains a smooth surface, enhancing easy cleaning.

For more information, visit www.adv-polymer.com